
          Studland Class — Spring term first half 

The Great fire of 

London 

How you can help your child at home 

Listen to them read every day. Ask them what has happened in the text, encourage 
them to make predications and discuss character feelings. Also encourage them to identify 
the punctuation in the text. 

Please continue to support your child’s basic Maths skills by using a variety of practice 
methods: Manga High (log ins in reading diary) and maths games. 

Encourage your child to practice the statutory spellings for their year group on Spelling 
Shed (log ins in reading diary). 

Monitor their key skills document as they are reviewed and updated in school which are in 
their reading diaries. If you feel they need an element highlighted, please make a note of 
this in your child’s reading record.  

PHSE and Spiritual/Social/Moral/Cultural as-
pects 

The virtue we will be focusing on this half term is 
fairness. 

In PSHE we will be focusing on ‘Keeping safe’. 

We will weave fairness into our PSHE learning and 
everyday classroom learning.  

Each day we will continue to have both a fitness 
break and a mindfulness session in which the chil-
dren will learn the importance of self regulation 
and relaxation.  

Every fortnight on a Friday, we will be cooking to 
build on our teamwork skills and communication 
with our peers.  

In Maths we will learn to:

• Count to and across 50 and identify the tens and ones in a 
number  

• Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial 
representations including the number line and use language 
of: equal to, more than, less than  

• Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 
20, including zero (e.g. 18 +7)  

• Read, write and interpret mathematical statements 
involving addition (+), subtraction (–) and equals (=) 
signs  

• Solve multiplication and division questions using con-
crete resources and pictoral representations (arrays) 

• Interpret and construct simple pictograms and tally 
charts 

English: 

Inspired by the diary entries of Samuel 
Pepys, we will be writing letters from 
the point of view of someone living in 
London in 1666. We will be learning to 
write in the first person using noun 
phrases, a capital letter for ‘I’ and   
using questions and exclamation       
sentences.  

We will be using our knowledge gained 
from our history lessons to write a  
newspaper report of The Great Fire of 
London. We will look at old newspaper 
clippings to get inspiration and to       
consolidate our knowledge of titles and 
captions.  

 

Our topic will focus on: 

• History– We will be learning about 
The Great Fire of London as part 
of us studying a historic event   
beyond living memory. We will draw 
comparisons between modern day 
Bere Regis and the historic London 
in 1666. We will research both the cause and consequence of the 
fire and understand the chronology of the events. We will be vis-
iting the fire station to compare the fire service and equipment 
that is currently used to what they would have had in the past. 
We will have a drama day where we act out the sequence of 
events to consolidate our learning. 

• DT - We will be creating Tudor houses us-
ing recycled materials paying attention to 
Tudor design and architecture including 
the beamed wall designs and thatched roofs. We will then       
recreate the streets of London using these 
houses and will observe how quickly the fire 
can spread.  

• Art– We will be looking at the work of Philip 
Cox and his use of tissue paper to create 
sculptures. We will be creating tissue paper collages to recreate 
scenes from the Great Fire of London paying particular attention 
to overlaid colours, texture and balance.   

• Computing– We will be creating digital paintings of the Great Fire 
of London using the Pain program.  

• PE– We will be improving our control of physical motion by taking 
part in a variety of activities including gymnastics and dance. This 
will include making shapes using our bodies.  

Topic vocabulary                Maths vocabulary 

compare             village                  add 

house                 monuments          subtract 

fire                   landmarks            total 

wattle                                           equal 

daub                                              tens 

design                                           ones 

materials                                       array 

collage                                           tally 

city                                                pictograms 

How to get involved 

Firefighter visit– TBC 

Please join us for our Art morning on Monday 16th 
January 

Look out for our virtual bookshelf which will con-
tain books to explore around our topic 


